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KMPG survey
details what
online shoppers
really want
A report by KPMG International
analyses the online shopping
preferences and behaviours of
more than 18 000 consumers
in 51 countries, by geography,
generation and product category.

D

ean Wallace, industry leader for consumer
markets and technology at KPMG in South
Africa, comments, “Today’s consumer no longer
goes shopping but is shopping, all the time
and everywhere. Moreover, in a global online
marketplace, competition is no longer limited
to local shops during regular business hours.
Consumers can easily buy from retailers and
manufacturers located anywhere in the world —
or from those with no physical retail locations
at all.”
“Increased competition, combined with consumer
demand for richer experiences, means that retailers

need to rethink their online strategy. For many
retailers, creating an online shopping experience,
enhanced by technology such as augmented
and virtual reality or 3D, is becoming at least as
important as providing convenient and personalised
ordering, payment and delivery options.”
Behaviour basics
The number of online transactions made by
survey respondents averaged 17 purchases per
year, or 1,25 per month. Generation X consumers
(born between 1966 and 1981), averaged nearly
19 transactions per person per year, and they made

more online purchases in the past 12 months
than any other age group. They made 20% more
purchases than the ‘tech-savvy’ Millennials (born
between 1982 and 2001).
“Stage of life and income levels are certainly
primary factors, driving both online and offline
shopping, and Generation X consumers, many of
whom are more established in their careers and
may be building homes and families, are likely
buying more consumer goods than the younger
Millennials overall. As Millennials continue to enter
the workforce and adulthood, however, their online
shopping activity is expected to surge and even
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awareness, cited by 22% of consumers.
Millennials were not only more likely than the
older generations are to be influenced by online
sources, such as social media or peer reviews, they
were also more likely to be influenced by offline
channels.
Millennials were 25% more likely than Baby
Boomers to have seen their most recent online
purchase in a shop, nearly 50% more likely to have
talked to a friend about it and more than twice as
likely to have seen someone with it.

“

Today’s consumer
no longer goes shopping,
but is shopping all the time
and everywhere

far surpass the levels currently exhibited by older
generations.”
While it may be presumed that the more
traditional Baby Boomers (born between 1946 and
1965) are less inclined to shop online than younger
generations, the survey revealed that in fact they
shop online just as frequently as Millennials.
Furthermore, Baby Boomers were more likely to
spend more per transaction than the younger
consumers were (average purchase for Baby
Boomers was US $203, US $190 for Generation X
and US $173 for Millennials).

Online or offline?
When comparing the impact of online versus
offline touch-points that create the first trigger
moment, of note is that 52% of consumers cited
at least one offline channel as a source of initial
awareness and 59% cited one or more online
channels.
Retail websites or online shops were the most
common source of initial awareness, cited by nearly
a third of consumers, and online advertisements
were cited by 15%. At the same time, physical
shops were the second most popular source of

“

“E-commerce is not an online-only affair. Both
online and offline channels are effective in creating
consumer awareness and demand, especially
when used together. Furthermore, despite the
rise of online shopping, e-commerce still makes
up a relatively small percentage of total retail
spending.
Retailers’ brick and mortar strategies need to
continue to evolve to attract customers into
their stores and to compete with online retailers
opening their own physical outlets. Increasingly,
we are seeing innovative marketing strategies, as
well as new technologies such as smart shelves,
robots, self-checkout and interactive and virtual
reality being deployed in stores, as retailers strive
to compete on all fronts.”
â
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Why and where they shop online
The number one reason that consumers said they
shop online is for the convenience of shopping at
any hour of any day (cited by 58% as a top reason).
This is followed by having the ability to compare
prices (54%), or to find online sales or better deals
(46%). All age groups reported the same top three
drivers. However, when it came to locating harder
to find items, Baby Boomers reported having
a higher motivation for shopping online (26% of
Baby Boomers versus 20% for Gen X, 17% for
Millennials and 20% overall).
When asked what is most important when
deciding where to buy an item online, consumers
were most likely to buy from the website with the
lowest price they could find (57%) followed by
websites with enhanced delivery options (43%)
or easy return policies (40%). There was a notable
difference between generations when it came
to the importance of being able to see online
whether a product is in stock. Millennials were the
least concerned about being able to see real-time
product availability (cited as important by 28%)
versus 36% of Gen Xers and 37% of Baby Boomers.
Earning trust
When it came to earning trust, consumers said that
protecting their data and information was most
important (63%). Although Millennials were the
generation least concerned about data protection,
it still ranked high as a priority for earning their
trust (cited by 56% of Millennials, 66% of Gen Xers
and 71% of Baby Boomers).

“

While most companies are
of course making a concerted effort
to protect their customers’
personal information,
frequent media reports on
data breaches around the world
continue to make consumers anxious
and keep the issue top of mind.

“

Keeping consumers loyal
Excellent customer support was the number one
loyalty-earning attribute, cited by 65% of the
respondents. The second-most successful loyalty
strategy was providing exclusive promotions
and offers (cited by 45%), followed by loyalty or
membership programmes (37%). These top three
loyalty drivers were consistently effective across
â
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all generations, with Baby Boomers placing a higher
importance on customer support (74%) than Gen
Xers (66%) or Millennials (59%).
Taking a deeper look at the differences by
generation, younger consumers tend to be
more loyal to companies that offer personalised
interactions (customised promotions, anticipation
of needs, having a sense of community, one-onone engagement in social media, online games and
other interactive experiences, as well as concierge
services).

“The more traditional attributes such as
excellent consumer support, loyalty offers and
membership programmes will remain important
for all companies to consider as part of their mix.
The challenge will be for companies to find ways

to offer more personalised services to satisfy
Millennials who, in 10 years, will be the mainstream
consumer. One-on-one engagement will become
an expectation for the majority of the market.”
Rise of sharing feedback online
Overall, 31% of the consumers responding to the
KPMG survey said they shared a product review

online. The Millennials were the most
likely to post a review (34%) followed
by Gen Xers (29%) and Baby boomers
(28%). Furthermore, nearly all (92%)
reported reviews were positive.
“The growing trend for consumers
to post positive reviews is driven by
factors including the rise of social
media, where consumers subtly
compete with their peers by publicly
sharing their latest purchases and
experiences; the rise of bloggers,
whose business models are based
on providing product reviews that
drive affiliate clicks; and sellers, who
proactively solicit ratings from happy
customers.”
Consumers responding to the survey
said they were most likely to post
feedback directly to sellers’ websites
(47%) followed by posts on Facebook
(31%) then on a manufacturers or
the brands websites (18%). This was
consistent across all age groups, with
Millennials also frequently posting on
WhatsApp, Instagram and Twitter.
“The implication for companies is that usergenerated reviews are being posted on sites that
are increasingly out of their sphere of control or
influence. Companies need to integrate these social
media sites into their marketing and customer
strategy,” Wallace concludes. SR
– www.bizcommunity.co.za
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By Hippo Zourides

Today’s consumer no longer goes shopping
but is shopping all the time and everywhere
A

s you consider the next step for your business
to become even more automated, overseas
experience indicates that the best way to plan for
such automation is to consider everything under an
omni-channel umbrella.
Omni-channel refers to the goal of delivering
a consistent brand experience across all channel
activity.
Companies invested in an omni-channel
strategy are careful to ensure that their customers
receive the same experience and message across
different channels and devices involved within
their interactions with the brand. The customers’
shopping journey is not disjointed, but completely
seamless.
As you consider the future steps to be taken, it is
wise to talk to experts who can facilitate the above
integration. Your store IT system is vital. Has it been
designed to cope with all of these component parts?
Retailers are often tempted to get involved in ad
hoc initiatives, such as loyalty-card programmes
or a click-and-collect strategy or maybe a mobile
solution for coupons.
The best way forward is to integrate all of the
above into one common platform so that the
customer experiences a seamless process when
dealing with your business.

Research has indicated the consumers ask the
following questions when considering your store’s
omni-channel offering.
l Know me (personalised interactions) –
recognise me, my existing subscription, service
and interactional history. Acknowledge my recent
actions across various channels and weave them
into your strategy
l Show me you know me (targeted promotions
and marketing techniques) – do you have
personalised offers that interest me at the right
price? Help me understand the benefits of your
offering in simple-to-understand language suited

to my profile, my likes
and my capability
l Enable me (invest in
social, mobile and retail
channels) – make my
physical shopping trip
convenient and hasslefree by merging my
digital experience with
the real store. Allow me
to express my passions
and recognise my insights
and preferences. Equip me
with the correct resources
to help me understand the benefits of my choices
as a complete solution that suits my needs.
l Value me (the customer now controls the
shopping process) – I now have complete flexibility
to control my product and service bundles. It allows
me to be a loyal customer (please reward me)
and it gives me extraordinary influence over all
purchasing decisions.
Answer these questions adequately and talk to
your hardware/software suppliers, and you will
be on your way to an integrated omni-channel
strategy that will delight your customers. SR
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Benefits of automating cash management
Contrary to many predictions,
the days of physical cash
are not numbered.

A

ccording to Richard Phillips, joint CEO of Cash Connect Management
Solutions, automated cash handling saves money and time, and allows
the business owner to focus on his business. Here are a few ways in which
automated cash management systems add value to a business:
1. Business efficiency
Automated cash management improves efficiency. It is fast, accurate and safe
since it eliminates all staff touch points associated with manual reconciliations
and banking, counting, shrinkage, double-count supervision, insurance costs
and overhead costs, as well as the exposure to crime both in store and én
route to the bank.
2. Cash is guaranteed
Cash is guaranteed from the time it is deposited into the cash vault until it
appears in the customer’s bank account.
3. Streamline cash flow
Well-organised cash flow means more cash on hand, because cash reflects in
your bank account on the same day that the cash-in-transit company collects
from your premises.
4. Improve employee and customer retention
When a store is attacked, it will have an emotional impact on employees.
Businesses can also expect to have a reduced footfall of customers for up
to six months after a violent attack. With an automated cash-management
environment employees will go about their work with a greater sense
of security. SR
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